Micro Perfusion System (MPS-8)
for cell and tissue perfusion cultures and quantative analysis
MPS-8 - Applications

B

y means of the Micro Perfusion System MPS-8
you can realise pressure-driven flow controlled

pressure driven cell and tissue perfusion cultures

and vary the concentration of media, gases or drugs in your

P

erfusion System MPS-8 brings a variety of benefits,
particularly:

S

You are absolutely flexible in your chip or culture

conventional silicone tubes to the perfusion head.
S

Pressure up to 2 bars, switching time of on-/off-vales
less than 1 ms.

S

Manual (10 keys) and automatic control (by script) are

Cell and tissue perfusion culture - for continuous or

and manual mode. Program your own protocol and

containing the operation sequence and start the

periodic perfusion - all depends on your cell and tissue

monitor the results.

controller.

cultures.

S

S

Dose-response analysis - just apply the desired drug
concentration ramp or pulses and monitor the

S

of Micro Perfusion System MPS-8 , particularly:

possible. Simply insert a USB-stick with a script

S

culture). The system is suited for both - 2D and 3D

S

S

hese advantages are elicited by technical parameters

MPS-8 can be operated in an automated (programmable)

types and other culture conditions (monoculture, co-

S

T

chamber design - just attach it by means of

Microfluidics or Mesofluidics experiment.
The micro perfusion system is suitable for:

MPS-8 - Parameters and Options

MPS-8 - Advantages

S

You may switch on and off or mix up to eight liquids at

S

The device communicates via TTL, RS232, TCP/IP and

any ratio.

USB with other instruments or computers, laptops,

Constant flow rate during switching, the buffer

tablets and cell phones. Source code of control software

exchange does not lead to fluidic perturbation at all.

is provided, you may use it as a starting point for

Use of diverse fluids possible: water, biological fluids,

developing your own code or we develop it for you.

response of your culture.

slighty salty solutions. Since the fluids pass through

Complex cross-interaction screening of medication and

valves, a cleaning protocol is available (with water or

reagents.

ethanol / standard cleaning solutions).

proliferation of cells. Some cell cultures could show better

Complete control over temporal dynamics and

results with periodic and not continuous perfusion - just

parallel experiments in 8 channels. Change

program MPS-8 to provide any pattern of perfusion

concentrations at any time and speed.

pulses to your culture.

“Dynamic” electrophysiology with time dependent and

S

complex stimulation signals.
S

Perfusion for organ-on-a-chip applications.

S

Environmental research on lethal living conditions.

S

Study of dynamics of immune responses or signalling
pathways - the easy way.

S

In general, perfusion cultures reveal better viability and

Transparent perfusion head, so that you can observe alls
liquids in your experiments in real-time using a standard

Selected Options:

microscope.

Temperature Control Unit (TCU)
Pressure Controller with or without gas saturation (PCS-8)

Contact:
Biophysical Tools GmbH
Leipzig/Germany
info@biophysical-tools.de
www.biophysical-tools.de

Get unparalleled control over your perfusion cultures
and dose-response experiments.

Perfusion head (right)
and cell perfusion culture
on a chip (left)

Exemplary setup

